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Because of their unique chemical and physical properties, long-lived rare krypton radioisotopes, 85 Kr and 81 Kr, are ideal tracers for environmental samples, including air, groundwater
and ice. Atom trap trace analysis (ATTA) is a new laser-based method for counting both
85
Kr and 81 Kr atoms with the abundance as low as 10−14 with micro-liters (STP) krypton
gas. The entire system for rare radio-krypton measurement built at Hefei is presented, including the atom trap trace analysis instrument and sampling apparatus of gas extraction
from water and krypton purification. Atmospheric 85 Kr concentrations at different places
in China were measured, showing a range of 1.3−1.6 Bq/m3 , consistent with the northern
hemispheric baseline. As a demonstration of the system, some shallow and deep groundwater
samples in north and south China were sampled and dated.
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85

Kr has wide applications in dating shallow groundwater in the age of range 2−50 years without the problems
as degradation and decline [10, 11].
81
Kr (t1/2 =229,000 year [12]) is mainly produced through the cosmic ray-induced spallation
of stable krypton isotopes in the atmosphere [13].
The atmospheric 81 Kr/Kr abundance is about
(5.3±1.2)×10−13 [14], with a uniform spatial distribution and temporally constant. The fission process,
especially the β − decay chain, is stopped by the
stable isotope 81 Br on the neutron-rich side of 81 Kr.
Anthropogenic and subsurface production of 81 Kr
is negligible. Compared to 36 Cl (t1/2 =301000 year)
dating [15, 16], 81 Kr is an ideal tracer for dating
groundwater and ices in the age range of 5×105 to
1×106 , without complex sources and mixing process.
Several methods have been developed to detect the
above rare radioisotopes. Low-level counting (LLC) [17,
18] and liquid scintillation counting (LSC) [19] can routinely analyze 85 Kr by counting emitted β − -decay rays,
with a typical krypton volume of 20 and 700 µL respectively. Due to the long lifetime of 81 Kr and the unavoidable large background of 85 Kr, it is impractical to
count 81 Kr by LLC or by LSC. Accelerator mass spectroscopy (AMS) [14, 20] has been used to date 81 Kr using 500 µL of krypton extracted from 16 tons of groundwater. The low efficiency and isobar interference make
it difficult for 81 Kr dating. Resonance ionization mass
spectrometry (RIMS) [21, 22] was applied to measuring
the 81 Kr in the Milk River aquifer, Canada. With the
problems of poor isotope selectivity and pre-enrichment
unsolved, RIMS has so far not worked successfully at
multisamples. Atom trap trace analysis (ATTA) [23] is

I. INTRODUCTION
85

Kr and 81 Kr are two long-lived rare radioisotopes
of the krypton element. Krypton gas mainly resides in
the atmosphere, at concentration of 1.14 ppm [1]. Because of its unique chemical inertness, short gas-water
dissolution equilibrium time, and well recorded atmospheric contents, krypton gas has relative simple mechanisms during the transport and mixing processes, and
radio-krypton has wide applications in the research of
paleoclimatology and geohydrology.
85

Kr (t1/2 =10.7 year [2]) is a fission product, mainly
released by human nuclear activities during the nuclear era. The atmospheric concentration of 85 Kr
has been increased by 6 orders of magnitude up to
1.5 Bq/m3 during the past 70 years [3], corresponding
to 85 Kr/Kr=2.5×10−11 nowadays. The transport time
from the northern to the southern hemisphere was estimated to be 1.1 years [4]. Since main sources, as nuclear
reprocessing plants, are located in the northern hemisphere [3], the 85 Kr baseline there is about 15% higher
than that in the southern hemisphere [5]. With well
recorded atmospheric contents, 85 Kr is an ideal tracer
to construct and test the global atmospheric transport
model [6], and a sensitive indicator of clandestine plutonium separation [7, 8] and nuclear reactor safety [9].
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FIG. 2 Schematic of the ATTA instrument.
FIG. 1 Energy levels and transitions related to the ATTA
measurement of Kr.

a laser-based method, counting particular rare isotope
atoms in a magneto-optic trap (MOT) with micro-liters
(STP) of sample gas [24, 25]. Only atoms resonating
with the laser frequency will be trapped and detected,
without interference from any other species. Relative
abundances of 85 Kr/Kr and 81 Kr/Kr can be determined
together in one measurement tuning laser frequency.
In this work, the apparatus of radio-krypton measurement built at Hefei is introduced. First, the structure
of the ATTA setup is presented. A sampling system is
described, including gas extraction and krypton purification. Krypton gas of micro-liters is separated from
air samples or dissolved gas extracted from groundwater samples. Finally, as a demonstration, measurements
of some environmental samples are shown, including determining the 85 Kr concentration in the atmosphere and
81
Kr/85 Kr dating of groundwater.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. The ATTA-USTC apparatus

A diagram of the energy levels of krypton is presented in Fig.1. Due to the 124 nm 1 S0 →5s[3/2]1
electric dipole transition lying in VUV region, there
is no laser available for cooling and trapping krypton atoms from the ground state. Thanks to the
metastable state (5s[3/2]2 , life time 40 s), there exists
a 5s[3/2]2 →5p[5/2]3 cycling transition suitable for manipulation using mature near-infrared lasers.
A schematic of the ATTA instrument is shown in
Fig.2. Metastable krypton atoms (Kr∗ ) are first produced by an RF-driven discharge inside a liquid-N2
cooled AlN ceramic tube. Divergences of the Kr∗
atomic beam is transversely compressed by 811 nm
resonating laser beams reflected between mirrors [26].
A 2D-MOT is applied to slightly focus the collimated
atomic beam. The high intensity atomic beam is slowed
in a Zeeman slower. Kr∗ atoms are then trapped in the
MOT. The number of trapped Kr∗ atoms, N , can be
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/28/cjcp1505108

described by a simple equation:
dN
= L − αN − βN 2
dt

(1)

where L is the loading rate of the MOT, α is the collision loss rate with background gas, and β is the collision loss rate between trapped atoms. More than 108
83
Kr (83 Kr/Kr=11.5%) atoms accumulate in the MOT,
with a loading rate ∼1010 s−1 . For the rare radioisotopes, 85 Kr and 81 Kr, whose abundances are 10 orders
of magnitude lower than that of 83 Kr, only individual
atoms are trapped at a time, with a life time of a few
hundred milliseconds in the trap. The photons emitted from trapped atoms are imaged by a sensitive EMCCD camera. Signal of a single trapped atom can be
distinguished from the background of scattering light,
with a signal-to-noise ratio of 15. We set 5 standard
deviations above background as the atom identification
threshold and obtain the isotopic abundance from the
atom counting rate, which in principle are proportional
to each other.
Due to fluctuations in the experimental conditions,
such as pressure, laser intensity and frequency, the
counting efficiency may drift slowly. A “quench and
capture” method is used to determine the loading rate
of the stable isotope 83 Kr, as a reference to normalize the counting efficiency [27]. Trap is turned on
and off on the order of microseconds by a 810 nm
laser beam, frequency stabilized on resonance with the
5s[3/2]2 →5p[5/2]2 transition. During the first few milliseconds of the loading process, the third term on right
side of Eq.(1) is negligible, yielding
N=

L
(1 − e−αt )
α

(2)

Fluorescence from the atom cloud is detected by a photodiode. The 83 Kr loading rate is obtained by fitting
the signals via Eq.(2). During the measurement, the
trap laser frequency is switched between 83 Kr and the
rare radioisotopes every few minutes. Four commercial krypton sample gases bought in different years were
tested, referred as sample a−d. Samples a and c were
known as produced in 2012 and 2007 respectively, and
were measured in June 2012. Samples b and d have unknown production years and were measured in March
c
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2013. Over at least two orders of the dynamic range,
the ratio of the rare radioisotopes to 83 Kr of the same
sample shows excellent proportionality, as illustrated in
Fig.3. The difference between a and c agrees reasonably with the half-life time of 85 Kr, and the production
years of samples b and d can be estimated to be 2010
and 2002, respectively. The measured 81 Kr counting
rates of the modern krypton gas sample are also shown
in Fig.3.
The quantitative reliability and capability of ATTA
have been verified by a comparison with different instruments [25]. A group of 12 samples with 85 Kr/Kr
ratios in the range of 10−13 to 10−10 were measured independently in three laboratories, the LLC laboratory
in Bern (Switzerland), and two ATTA laboratories at
Hefei (China) and Argonne (USA). The results show
excellent agreement at 5% level.

B. Uncertainty in ATTA measurement

Using a RF discharge puts some limitations on the
measurement. The minimum pressure required to maintain a stable discharge limits the sample size. This can
be overcome with mixing pure xenon gas with the sample. Krypton atoms will also be ionized and accelerated
during their excitation into metastable states. Some of
the krypton atoms with high kinetic energy will be implanted into the inner walls of the vacuum chamber,
while krypton atoms implanted during previous measurements will be released back into the system, causing a cross-sample contamination. A 36 h flushing of
pure xenon gas discharge following each measurement
is implemented to reduce such memory effect and bring
outgassing rates down to an acceptable level of 0.02 µL
per hour. Such a solution limits the measurement process to a two-day period, even though only 4 h of counting is carried out. The memory effect also restricts the
sample size and counting time.
The uncertainty in derived rare isotope abundances
includes those from the 83 Kr measurement, statistics in
atom counting, and cross-sample contamination. The
uncertainty in 83 Kr measurement is about 2%−3%,
while others depend on the radioisotopes concentration
and the sample size. Since the counting efficiency is
proportional to the radioisotopes concentration and approximate sample size, a small or old sample (with depleted radio-krypton) will have larger atom statistics
errors and a greater contamination effect. The typical sample size required for counting 85 Kr and 81 Kr is
5−10 µL, corresponding to approximately 5−10 L air,
100−200 L water, or 40−80 kg ice. Relative isotope
abundance in modern samples of such size can be determined at an uncertainty level of 5%−10%. For 81 Kr
dating applications, ATTA covers an age range from
150000 year to 1500000 year, with a relative 10%−20%
error. For 85 Kr/Kr analysis, the required sample size
can be reduced to 1 µL, because the initial isotope
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/28/cjcp1505108
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FIG. 3 Ratio between the 85 Kr counting rate and the 83 Kr
loading rate measured by the ATTA-Hefei setup. Four commercial krypton gas samples were used, referred as samples
a, b, c, and d. Samples a and c were produced in 2012 and
2007 respectively.

abundance is an order of magnitude higher than that
of 81 Kr in the atmosphere. The purity of krypton gas is
not strictly required, since the relative ratios of krypton
isotopes are not affected by other impurity gases.

C. Gas extraction from water samples

Field gas extraction is required as relatively large
amounts of water needed to be sampled to satisfy the
requirements of dating. According to Henry’s law, dissolved gas will be released from water when exposed
to a vacuum environment. Some characteristics of such
systems must be satisfied: (i) be well sealed to avoid
ambient air contamination, (ii) high extraction yield
and speed to minimize the water volume and extraction time, (iii) be sufficiently robust and convenient for
field work. There are two methods to realize the extraction, vacuum extraction chambers [28] and membrane
contactors [29]. We set up an apparatus of the first type
and describe it as follows.
The diagram of the vacuum extraction system is
shown in Fig.4. A diaphragm pump is first used to
prepare the vacuum before field working. Sand in the
water pumped from the wells are filtered out by cotton
filters. The water pressure is increased by a booster
pump to satisfy the atomization. A pressure gauge and
a flow meter record the water pressure and flux. Water
is sprayed through 4 atomizer nozzles into a transparent cylinder made of plexiglass. At the bottom of the
cylinder, water is continuously pumped out by magnetic
drive pumps which can work at negative pressure. The
water flux is controlled to match the pump rate and
to reach a dynamic equilibrium of water levels. Gas at
the top of the cylinder is continuously transferred to a
pre-vacuumed sample container (typically 4 L) through
a compressor.
An extraction yield higher than 75% is reached, acc
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FIG. 4 Diagram of vacuum extraction system built at
USTC.

cording to the oxygen concentration before and after
extraction measured by a dissolved oxygen meter. The
flow rate is about 5−8 L/min, mainly limited by the
drainage pump. The leak rate is about 5 Pa·L/min,
which represents less than 0.1% contamination from
modern air during 2 h operation. The groundwater
sampling apparatus has a size of 50 cm (length)×34 cm
(width)×60 cm (height) and an overall weight of about
40 kg. A new system is under built to reduce its weight
to about 20 kg.

D. Krypton purification

The two steps of the purification process [30], cryogenic distillation and gas chromatography (GC) separation, are applied to separate ppm-level krypton from a
large quantity of gas which have been collected from environmental samples. Unlike ambient air, dissolved gas
from groundwater may have depleted oxygen but sometimes excess CO2 or CH4 . The diagram of the krypton
purification process is shown in Fig.5 and described below.
After removing CO2 and H2 O through a molecular
sieve 5A, the gas sample is condensed in a liquid-N2
cooled trap filled with activated charcoal. The flow rate
and the total volume of the gas are recorded by a mass
flow controller (MFC). A rotary pump slowly pumps
out the gases above the trap, with the pumping rate
of 0.2 L/min constrained and monitored by the MFC.
During the cryogenic distillation process, Kr is enriched
in the residual phase, since it has much lower vapor
pressure than the major constituents (N2 , O2 and Ar).
When most of the gases have been pumped out, a drop
in the pumping rate occurs, as an indicator to end the
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/28/cjcp1505108

distillation process. The distillation residue is sent into
a furnace (1000 K) containing Ti, where the residual
active gases including N2 , O2 , hydrocarbon molecules,
especially CH4 , are removed. The sample gas volume
is reduced to about 10 mL, then carried by pure helium into the GC operating at room temperature with
a 2-m-long molecular sieve 5A chromatographic column.
Gas is collected during the Kr peak elution time. Due
to overlapping with the N2 peak tail, a second run of
chromatographic separation is needed to increase the
purity of obtained krypton gas.
The performance of the purification system is shown
in Fig.6. Yield ratios over 90% are realized with an
air sample of up to 20 L. Due to a minor leak in the
commercial GC apparatus, a constant amount of 0.5 µL
of Ar is contained in the purified Kr, corresponding to
a negligible Kr leak from ambient air. The purity of Kr
decreases from 97% to 73% when reducing the quantity
of air from 20 L to 1 L. Since ATTA measures relative
ratio between the rare and abundant krypton isotopes,
the residual argon has no effect on the results given by
ATTA measurements.

III. APPLICATIONS
A. Atmospheric

85

Kr concentration

Emissions of nuclear reprocessing plants with well
known release time, serving as 85 Kr point sources,
can be used to test the global atmospheric transport
model. A global surface atmospheric 85 Kr concentration was obtained through the model and compared
with a series of observation sites [6]. The northern
hemispheric baseline was about 1.4−1.5 Bq/m3 between 2006 and 2013 [31], showing a slight decrease of
about 30 mBq/m3 at the first 5 years, then increasing about 30 mBq/m3 per year. Due to the reprocessing plants located in Russia and Japan continuously
releasing 85 Kr, a significant latitudinal distribution of
atmospheric 85 Kr level in China is predicted from the
model. 85 Kr concentration decreased more than 10%
from north to south China in 2006.
Several air samples were collected, located in urban Hefei city, Guangdong, Hebei provinces and the
northwest regions of Gansu and Xinjiang provinces, as
shown in Fig.7. Most of the samples were only measured once with about 5% uncertainties, comparable
with the regional differences. The data of Gansu and
Hefei (2013) were an average of two and five measurements, respectively. The 85 Kr concentrations vary between 1.3−1.6 Bq/m3 in the past two years, consistent
with the northern hemispheric baseline. The results
present a rough latitudinal distribution that matches
the model given in Ref.[6]. More frequent sampling is
required to outline the temporal and spatial distribution. A time resolution of two days, limited by the
memory effect, can be achieved with a full run with one
c
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FIG. 5 Diagram of the krypton purification process. MFC: mass flow controller, GC: gas chromatography, trap: liquidnitrogen cooled trap filled with activated charcoal.

FIG. 6 Performances of the purification system at different
ambient air size.

setup, which will give more information in comparison
with the weekly sampling [6].

B.

81

Kr and

85

Kr dating of groundwater

Four groundwater samples were sampled in the field.
Samples No.10057 and No.10061 locates in North China
Plain (NCP), samples No.10074 and No.10075 locates
at South China (SC). The results are given in Table I.
85
Kr is in the unit of Bq/m3 , and 81 Kr is in the unit of
percent modern krypton (pMKr).
There are two shallow groundwater samples
(No.10057, No.10074). All the 85 Kr activity is low,
about 20%−60% of the atmospheric level, which
means their ages are younger than 50 years. 81 Kr/Kr
ratios in the three samples agree with modern 81 Kr
levels. In order to get the apparent 85 Kr age, an
atmosphere input function is required. It is extracted
and combined from Refs.[31, 32], as shown in Fig.8. A
local air sample was measured as shown above, and is
used to correct the northern hemispheric 85 Kr baseline
curve as local input function. A 10% uncertainty in
the input function may be considered appropriately.
Here this uncertainty is not considered in determining
the ages of the samples, causing an underestimated
age error. The apparent 85 Kr age can be determined
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/28/cjcp1505108

FIG. 7 Atmospheric 85 Kr concentration in China. The
background is the annual surface 85 Kr concentration in 2006
[6]. The compare data in Japan is from Ref.[19].

by plotting the 85 Kr activity and sampling date and
following the decay lines back to the atmosphere input
function curve. The 85 Kr age of No.10074 sample
(SC) is only 6.3 years, indicating a high groundwater
renewal ability. The apparent 85 Kr age of sample
No.10057 are 20.4 years. The results are about 10
years younger than that given by 3 H-3 He dating [33].
This is probably because of the krypton exchange
between groundwater and the air in the soil, since the
groundwater level is low due to over exploitation. The
determined 85 Kr activities of the samples No.10061,
No.10075 are less than 1% of the background of the
atmosphere, well below the noise level of the ATTA
instrument. The very low 85 Kr concentrations mean
that the ages of these two samples are older than 50
years, also indicating that air contamination during
sampling and young groundwater mixing processes are
negligible.
During the past million years, the 81 Kr abundance
has decreased by about 10% due to the paleointensity
change in the geomagnetic field [34]. This causes an underestimated age error, less than 4%, based on the stable 81 Kr/Kr assumption. Here we do not consider this
c
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Trace No.
10074(SC)
10057(NCP)
10061(NCP)
10075(SC)
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Gas/L
6.6
5.5
11.2
7.8

85

Date
Apr 2 2015
Feb 9 2014
Mar 9 2015
Apr 4 2015

Kr and
85

81

Kr.

Kr activitya /(Bq/m3 )
0.84±0.049
0.312±0.017
0.008±0.004
0.004±0.004

81

Kr/pMKrb
99±7
108±6
106±6
45±3

85

Kr agec /year
6.3±1.1
20.4±0.6
>50
>50

81

Kr age/103 year
Modern
Modern
Modern
264±22

a

Value of 1.14 ppm for krypton in air is used.
pMKr: percent modern krypton.
c
Age: time from recharge area to sampling site. NCP samples were sampled in April 2014, and SC samples were sampled
in December 2014.
b

FIG. 8 Northern hemispheric 85 Kr activity as a function of
time, extracted and combined from Refs.[31, 32]. Dashed diagonal lines represent radioactive decay since isolation from
the atmosphere. Note that a logarithmic scale is used.

factor in determining the 81 Kr ages of the old groundwater samples (No.10061, No.10075), and simply use a
stable input function. Sample No.10061 has a depleted
85
Kr concentration, but its 81 Kr is close to the modern
value, indicating an age elder than 50 years but younger
than 50000 years. The 81 Kr concentration of sample
No.10075 is about half of the modern value. Therefore,
the 81 Kr age of sample No.10075 is determined to be
264000 years. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that such old groundwater is found in this
area. The detailed geological analysis will be presented
in a separated study.

IV. CONCLUSION

A complete system for measuring 85 Kr and 81 Kr in
environmental samples is presented. Typically 5−10 µL
of krypton gas is required to meet the measurement
standards by the ATTA instrument, which is based on
a magneto-optic trap. Relative isotope abundance of
modern samples can be determined at an uncertainty
level of 5%−10% by counting individual atoms. The
entire measurement process will take two days, limited by the xenon flushing due to the memory effect.
A simple and portable water sampling apparatus exDOI:10.1063/1674-0068/28/cjcp1505108

tracting dissolved gas from groundwater was also built.
Gas of 10 L can be extracted from groundwater in 2 h
operation in the field, with an efficiency of over 75%.
Krypton gas in air-like samples of 1−50 L can be separated using a combined process of cryogenic distillation and gas chromatography, with a yield efficiency
of 90%. Some applications have been demonstrated using the system. Atmospheric 85 Kr concentrations in the
range of 1.3−1.6 Bq/m3 in China were determined, consistent with the northern hemispheric baseline. Shallow and deep groundwater samples in south and north
China were sampled and dated. Groundwater older
than 200000 years was found in south China for the
first time by 81 Kr dating.
Further improvements in ATTA are underway to
increase the detection efficiency and to reduce the
sample size. If the detection efficiency is improved
with an order of magnitude, routine ATTA measurement of another radioactive noble gas isotope,
39
Ar (t1/2 =269 year) with a much lower abundance
(39 Ar/Ar=8.1×10−16 ) will be feasible, as demonstrated
in a proof-of-principle study [35, 36]. 39 Ar dating fills
the gap between 85 Kr and 14 C, and have wide applications including the studies of ocean ventilation [37].
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